
Erison Silva
Senior PHP Developer

 linkedin.com/eerison
 Berlin, Germany

 hey@erison.work

 github.com/eerison
 blog.erison.work

 Skills

 Symfony  PHP  Git

 Docker  Test  SOLID

 Github actions  Open source

 Certification

Sumo logic fundamentals
December 2019

Zend Certified PHP Engineer
2017
November 2017

 Education

System analysis and development
University Estácio de Sá
March 2014 - July 2017

 Languages

English Advanced

Deutsch Beginnen

 Summary

I'm a Senior software engineer with more then 10 years of experience
and work in different projects as Helpdesk, Insurance for pets, Video
stream for 3 countries in Europe and many projects with Third party
integration.

I'm a professional that really like to bring new technologies to the
project, care about quality code, and In the past 3 yeas I've been working
with different open source projects such as Sonata Page Bundle, I was
one of the most active maintainer for the last major release, Then I invite
you to check out my github profile, So you can have a good overview how
I handle Pull requests, issues and collaborate with OSS! BTW this resume
was generate for one of my open source projects: myprofile

For the past years I've been working with Symfony 3/4/5/6, PHP 7/8,
Elastic search, Redis, Message queue and so on, and recently I started
to play with Tinygo for hobby project that involve hardware 🤓.

 Experience

 Senior Software Developer Power cloud

Since Sep 2023

On September firsrt I have started at power cloud as a Senior
softwere developer located in the delivery team.

 Senior Software Engineer Legal One GmbH

jan 2023 - May 2023 (5 months)

LegalOne is the first company that I could work with distributed
system, and There I've been working with different micro services,
and the whole communication is via RabbitMQ, and most of them
are in Php8 and Symfony 5!

100% of the tasks was made using Functional tests to guarantee
that consumers and producers were working as expected and we
didn't miss any configuration.

 Technical lead Endava Berlin

Apr 2020 - Dez 2022 (2 yrs 9 mos)

In the last year I leaded a team with 3 developers and I was
responsible to upgrade php and related packages for the new
versions, and during this period I also helped different projects and
squads to move forward with Php8 and Symfony 5/6, releasing the
next major version of sonata page bundle, with this many others
projects was unblocked to support the last version.

I'm really thankful for had worked at Endava and I left the company
with doors opened and I have really good recommendations from
there.

 Senior PHP Developer Endava Berlin
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I joined in Endava's team to developer from scrach the projects
flimmit.at and fidelio, and I've made interesting parts of the project
like a micro service to users, I've used many packages of sonata
admin bundle and with it I started to contribute more with the
community, and other features in the project like continue watching,
save favourite assets/movies, work with ESI cache and so on.

Stack: Symfony, api platform (API Rest), mysql, redis, esi
cache, Varnish, sonata admin, sonata page, sonata blocks,
docker, TDD, BDD, Functional Tests, and Gitlab CI.

 Python Developer Oowlish

Apr 2018 - Mar 2020 (2 yrs)

Project: Wellness plan

Stack: Python, TDD, Integration test, Gitlab pipelines, GIT,
Docker, Sentry, Sumologic and AWS.

 Senior PHP Developer Oowlish

Project: Petcoach

Stack: PHP, Symfony, GIT, Code Ception, ElasticSearch, TDD,
MySQL, Cloud front, S3, Loggly, Sentry, Docker, Swagger,
Doctrine 2 ORM, Linux and GitLab pipelines.

 Pleno PHP Developer Mob Telecom

Jun 2015 - Jul 2017 (2 yrs 2 mos)

Projects: WHOIS integration, integration with Interactive voice
response (IVR), migration and integration of customers and
finance billing.

Stack: PHP, Laravel, Symfony 3, MySQL, GIT, TDD, Linux,
Bootstrap3, AngularJS, Docker, Doctrine 2 ORM.

 Junior PHP Developer Open system

Mar 2012 - Nov 2014 (2 yrs 9 mos)

Projects: HelpDesk, websites with admin area, like a CMS,
Integrations with medical clinics.

Stack: Zend framework 1 and 2, Jquery, PostgreSQL, MySQL,
PHP, FTP, Bootstrap, CSS, HTML and Linux Server.
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